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Abstract. Social commerce is an important part of the social network
which contains a large number of user behaviors and user relationships.
Users generate reviews, social relations, user-product or product-product
mapping information that can reflect an evolution of product character-
istics and user preferences in using social commerce. It is a popular topic
by using these information to conduct rating prediction in the field of
intelligent recommendation. In this paper, optimizing the rating pre-
diction based on topic analysis in two aspects. On the one hand, in the
process of data preprocessing, constructing a dynamic hierarchical tree of
topic words (DHTTW), which can not only capture the change of users’
preferences for product property, but also reflect the impact of differ-
ent product property on users’ preferences at the same time. Based on
DHTTW, designing the mapping rules from user reviews to DHTTW to
generate user preference vectors. On the other hand, in the process of pre-
diction, proposing a prediction method named combination of gradient
boosting decision tree and multi-class linear regression (GBDT-MCLR),
which further improves the accuracy of rating prediction.

Keywords: Social commerce · Reviews · Rating prediction ·
Dynamic Hierarchical Tree of Topic Words ·
Multi-Class Linear Regression

1 Introduction

Social commerce is an integration of e-commerce and social networks, which
is a developmenttendencyinthefuture. As an important part of the Internet of
Things, social commerce achieves the deep integration of users and products
by using user behavior (for example reviews) and user relationship. Reviews
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in social commerce websites are users’ evaluations of quality, performance, and
price about products in a specific space–time environment, which reflect the
basis of user rating and preference slightly. Therefore, reviews can be used to
predict user rating and recommend certain products to them that satisfy their
preferences. Here, the key is to extract topic features from reviews and achieve
a mapping between topic features and rating value. The mapping mechanism
must be established between reviews and the dynamic hierarchical relationship
of topic words to describe an accurate meaning of reviews well under a specific
space-time condition.

Traditional methods represent user preferences and product property by
extracting topic features from reviews, which generate a topic distribution of
reviews by performing topic analysis on reviews. And then obtain the relation-
ship between each topic and real rating by using prediction model. However, in
the process of data preprocessing, these methods only consider the topic distri-
bution of reviews [1,2] but ignore the dynamic changes in the probability of topic
words in different time windows and lack the description of hierarchical relation-
ship between topic words. Thus, they can neither adapt well to the change in
user preferences nor describe the effect of different properties of products on
user rating. In the process of user rating prediction, using LR (linear regres-
sion), GBDT (gradient boosting decision tree), RF (random forest) and other
prediction algorithms to predict. Based on recent research [3,4], a rating pre-
diction method is proposed in this work by using DHTTW and GBDT-MCLR.
The main contributions of the paper as follows:

(1) A review–preferences dynamic mapping method based on time windows was
designed. On the basis of dynamic topic model (DTM) [5], excavating the
potential change rule of topic words in different time windows, and exhibit-
ing the evolution of user preference for product property by the change in
probability of topic words for a timely rating prediction.

(2) A DHTTW constructing method of topic words of reviews was proposed.
On the basis of dynamic changes in topic words, fusing the similarity and
intensity of mutual information between topic words in a specified time
window to establish hierarchical relationship. That is, a topic generated
different hierarchical trees of topic words in different time windows, such
that the hierarchy of topic words could dynamically represent the effect of
topic words on user rating.

(3) A method for generating user preference vector based on DHTTW of topic
words was proposed. Reviews were mapped to DHTTW in a specified time
window to generate a topic vector of reviews. Using the vector to represent
user preferences such that all reviews in different time windows were mapped
to a vector space with the same dimension.

(4) A prediction method named GBDT-MCLR is proposed. In view of the dis-
creteness of rating data [6], There is still much improvement when using
GBDT-LR for predicting. Before rating prediction based on user preference
vectors, clustering all preference vectors. Based on the idea of regression,
generating a fitting function in each class. So that the GBDT-LR can adapt
to the discrete data to a certain extent.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces rel-
evant research. Section 3 describes the meaning of a dynamic analysis of topic
words, constructs a hierarchical tree, and summarizes the process of the model
and algorithm. Section 4 presents the construction details of the dynamic hier-
archical tree of topic words, the mapping of user reviews to the tree structure,
the generation rules of user preference vectors, and the improvement method
of GBDT+LR prediction model. Section 5 conducts an experimental analysis of
real datasets. Finally, Sect. 6 presents the conclusion of this work.

2 Related Works

There are two ways of recommendation for users: based on user location infor-
mation [7–9] and user rating. Traditional methods for rating prediction in an
intelligent recommendation system analyze a user’s historical rating behavior
and predict user rating on unrated products through a collaborative filtering
method [10] without analyzing a user review text. With the development of
topic discovery [11], sentiment analysis [12], user opinion mining [13], and other
technologies of word prediction [14,15]. For example, Tang et al. [16] generates
user preference vectors by analyzing the sentimental intensity of review texts,
and predicts user ratings by combining the neural network prediction model.
Seo et al. [17] uses convolutional neural network to analyze the features of user
reviews, correlates users and product according to the features of user reviews by
using matrix decomposition method, and finally makes rating prediction. In the
research of this paper, the focus is topic analysis technology on user reviews, a
rating prediction based on text topic discovery has become the focus of research
in recent years.

Ma et al. [18] used LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) model to conduct topic
analysis on reviews, generate topic words, calculate a distribution probability of
each topic word, manually annotate the sentiment intensity of topic words, gen-
erate corresponding word vector in accordance with topic words in reviews, and
predict user rating. Ji et al. [19] considered a structural information among users,
reviews, and products to propose a topic propagation model on the basis of user–
review–product structure for describing user characteristics, products properties,
and finally predicting user rating on the basis of random walk. Fang et al. [20]
proposed a topic gradient descent model to conduct a topic analysis by using
LDA model. The characteristic of topic was expressed by the probability distri-
bution of topic words, and a latent factor was assigned to each topic. The latent
factor was dynamically assigned in accordance with the proportion of topic in
user review set. Finally, rating was predicted in accordance with the performance
value of reviews on each topic. Zhang et al. [21] argued that if topic of review
is limited to review text it cannot fully reveal the complex relationship between
reviews and ratings. Thus, they proposed a method for integrating a topic and
latent factor model, which enables them to complement each other linearly dur-
ing user rating prediction to improve the accuracy of prediction. McAuley et al.
[22] proposed an HTF (Hypersonic Tunnel Facility) model to explore the hidden
relationship between user rating and reviews, which used LDA model to ana-
lyze all reviews published by each user and all reviews for each product. So it
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obtained characteristic matrixes of each user and product, and finally input the
two characteristic matrixes into SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) model to
obtain predicted value of user rating on the product. Zhang et al. [23] conducted
a topic analysis based on HTF model. It represented reviews as a set of topic
vectors in accordance with the topic words, and normalized these topic vectors
to obtain the characteristics of each user and product. Then, it predicted user
ratings of products on the basis of each vector and its corresponding rating by
using three models: RF, LR, and GBDT. During the experiment, the RMSE
value of score prediction was the smallest when LR was used, and the MAE
value of score prediction was the smallest when GBDT was used. Therefore, the
combination of GBDT and LR has become another focus of research.

Blei et al. [24] first proposed the concept of hierarchical topic, but did not
consider the hierarchical relationship between the topic words. None of the above
mentioned studies has considered the dynamic changes in the probability of topic
words and the hierarchical relationship between topic words. Consequently, these
studies have failed to dynamically adapt to the change in user preference and
distinguish the effect of different topic words on user rating, thereby leading
to a certain amount oferror in predicting user rating. Paranjpe et al. [25] first
proposed the method of combining GBDT and regression model. Gupta et al. [26]
applies the algorithm to CTR (Click Through Rate). When combining GBDT
and regression model, Wang et al. [27] spliced the extracted features with the
original features to increase the dimension of features, thereby reducing the
prediction error. However, the prediction effect of LR on discrete data is still
unsatisfactory.

3 Model and Algorithm

The definitions of relevant symbols are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Relevant symbol definitions in the present work.

Reviews R = {R1, R2, ..., Rm}
Topics T = {T1, T2, ..., TK}
Topic words Wi = {Wi1, Wi2, ..., WiN}
Time windows t = {t1, t2, ..., tn}
Hiberarchy of words Htn,i = {Htn,i1, Htn,i2, ..., Htn,iN}
Preference vector Um = {Um

1 , Um
2 , ..., Um

K }
Divide reviews R1, R2, ..., Rn

Ratings G = {G1, G2, ..., Gm}
New features {Um, um}
Classes C = {C1, C2, ..., Cl}
Final feature {Um, um, Cl}
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Figure 1 illustrates the process of rating prediction model based on dynamic
and hierarchical analysis of topic words.

Fig. 1. Process of rating prediction

Firstly, considering the dynamics of user preferences, dividing user reviews
set R = {R1, R2, ..., Rm} into different subsets R1, R2, ..., Rn, that correspond
to time windows. Using the DTM to generate a uniform set of topic T =
{T1, T2, ..., TK} and a distribution of topic words Wi = {Wi1, Wi2, ..., WiN}
in each time window. The probability value of each topic word in each time win-
dow was also calculated. So a change of user preferences for product property
could be expressed by probability value changes. Secondly, considering a differ-
ence in the effect of each topic word on user rating, a hierarchical tree of topic
words was constructed by combining similarity and intensity of mutual infor-
mation between topic words. Among these words, a hierarchy that corresponds
to the set of topic word Wi = {Wi1, Wi2, ..., WiN} in the time window tn was
Htn,i = {Htn,i1, Htn,i2, ..., Htn,iN}. Different weights were given to topic words
in accordance with their hierarchies. To characterize the effect of topic words on
user rating, a deeper hierarchy (a fine granularity) indicated a significant influ-
ence on user rating. Finally, user review Rm was mapped to the hierarchical tree
of topic words to obtain the number of topic words and average depth, then it
calculated the performance value Um

K of reviews on each topic. A user preference
vector Um = {Um

1 , Um
2 , ..., Um

K } that corresponds to the user review Rm was
formed by traversing K topics. Finally, Um and G were inputted into GBDT for
feature analysis, it will generate new feature vectors {Um, um}, using DBSCAN
(Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) to cluster the new
feature vectors and get l classes. Finishing linear fitting for each class of reviews
{Um, um, Cl}. The corresponding value of {Um, um, Cl} in the fitting function is
used as the predicted value of user rating. The work will evaluate the prediction
results on the basis of two kinds of errors, namely, mean absolute error (MAE)
and root mean square error (RMSE). The process is presented in Algorithm1.
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Algorithm 1. Rating Prediction based on Dynamic and Hierarchical Analysis
of the Topic Words of Reviews.
Input: user dataset
Output: MAE and RMSE of prediction results
1: Divide(R,n)//Division of review set
2: DTM(R1,R2,...,Rn,K,N )//Dynamic topic analysis of reviews
3: GetPro(WiN ,n)//Dynamic analysis of topic words
4: GetTree(Wi1,Wi2,...,WiN )// Hierarchical analysis of topic words
5: GetUser(Rm,Htn,i)//Generate preference vector
6: GBDT(Um,G)//Feature analysis and processing
7: DBSCAN(Um,um)//Clustering new features generated by GBDT
8: LR(C1,C2,...,Cl)//Linear fitting for each class
9: Predic(Um,um,Cl)//Prediction based on new feature and classes of feature

4 Algorithm Design and Implementation

4.1 Dynamic Analysis of Topic Words

The beginning of the research work, preprocessing the set of reviews R =
{R1, R2, ..., Rm}, to get the review sets R1, R2, ..., Rn in each time window.
Then inputing R1, R2, ..., Rn into the DTM, obtaining the topic set T =
{T1, T2, ..., TK} of reviews and the set of topic words Wi = {Wi1,Wi2, ...,WiN}
under the ith topic. The change of user preferences in different time windows
was described by the dynamic nature of topic words: the probability of a topic
word is different in each time window, thereby indicating that the users’ concern
about the product was dynamic.

For topic i in the time window tn, Ptn,WiN
represents the probability of occur-

rence of topic word WiN . The calculation method is expressed in Formula (1).

Ptn,WiN
= Ctn,WiN

/
N∑

j=1

(Ctn,Wij
), (1)

where Ctn,WiN
represents the number of occurrences of the topic word WiN in

the time window tn, the definition of Ctn,WiN
is as Formula (2).

Ctn,WiN
=

{
Ctn,WiN

+ 1,WiN ∈ Rn;
Ctn,WiN

,WiN /∈ Rn.
(2)

Calculating the probability values of all topic words in each time window
by Formula (1) and Formula (2). Thus, the probability distribution of the topic
word WiN is presented as follows:

Pn,WiN
= {Pt1,WiN

, Pt2,WiN
, ..., Ptn,WiN

} (3)

The dynamics of user preference was described by the probability values
of topic words in different time windows, such that user rating prediction could
reflect the dynamics of user preference in different time windows, thereby enhanc-
ing the rating prediction timeliness and authenticity.
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4.2 Dynamic and Hierarchical Analysis of Topic Words

The hierarchical relationship between the topic words is determined by similarity
and mutual information of the topic words in the specified window. And the
DHTTW is constructed accordingly: the larger the mutual information of the
topic word, the more likely it becomes the upper layer concept. Therefore, it
is necessary to compare the mutual information strength of each topic word
to determine the upper and lower position of topic words. At the same time,
using the similarity between the topic words as the constraint condition for
constructing the hierarchical relationship. So that the topic words with high
similarity are distributed in the same branch of the hierarchical structure, while
the topic words with low similarity are distributed in different branches of the
hierarchical structure. The influence of the topic words on the user’s rating is
characterized by the hierarchy in DHTTW.

Calculating the intensity of mutual information of each topic word in
time window tn by Formula (6), and the results were ranked in descending
order. Obtaining an ordered set of topic words W

′
i = {W

′
i1:MI(tn,W

′
i1),

W
′
i2:MI(tn,W

′
i2), ..., W

′
iN :MI(tn,W

′
iN )} under topic i, and MI(tn,W

′
i1) >

MI(tn,W
′
i2) > ... > MI(tn,W

′
iN ). Selecting the topic word W

′
i1 with the high-

est intensity of mutual information as the upper concept of hierarchical structure
and deleting W

′
i1 from the set W

′
i . Selecting W

′
i2 as the candidate word of the

hierarchical structure. If the relation between W
′
i2 and W

′
i1 satisfied the require-

ment of Definition 1, then W
′
i2 was added to the hierarchical structure as lower

concept of W
′
i1 and was deleted from the set W

′
i . If the relation between W

′
i2

and W
′
i1 failed to satisfy the requirement of Definition 1, then W

′
i2 remains in

W
′
i , selecting W

′
i3 as the candidate word of the hierarchical structure.

Definition 1. Discriminating hierarchical relations of topic words Wia,Wib in
time window tn

(1) In Formula (4), satisfy SIM(Rn,Wia,Wib) < α, where α is the tuning
parameter.

(2) In Formula (6), satisfy MI(tn,Wia) < MI(tn,Wib).

According to Definition 1, the hierarchical relationship among the topic words
is judged in turn, until the set W

′
i is empty. The same method was adopted to

construct hierarchical tree for all topics in different time windows. Generating
K hierarchical trees in each time window. The hierarchical tree of topic i in the
time window tn was Htn,i = {Htn,i1,Htn,i2, ...,Htn,iN}, where Htn,i1 �= Htn,i2 �=
... �= Htn,iN , and Ht1,iN �= Ht2,iN �= ... �= Htn,iN . Therefore, the hierarchies
of topic words in hierarchical tree were different, and the hierarchy of the same
topic word changed with time. The similarity between two topic words Wia and
Wib in topic i in time window tn is calculated as follows:

SIM(Rn,Wia,Wib) =
(EWia,RnEWib,Rn)√

(EWia,Rn)2
√

(EWib,Rn)2
, (4)
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where EWia,Rn represents the space vector formed by TF-IDF (Term Frequency–
Inverse Document Frequency) value of topic word Wia in each user review within
a set of review Rn; therefore, EWia,Rn = {EWia,Rn,1, EWia,Rn,2, ..., EWia,Rn,m′ }.
The element EWia,Rn,m′ of the vector represents TF-IDF value of topic word
Wia in the m

′
th review within the set of review Rn. The calculation formula is

expressed in Formula (5).

EWia,Rn,m′ =
FWia,Rn,m′

∑N
k=1 FWik,Rn,m′

log
|Rn|

|{j : Wia ∈ Rn
j }| , (5)

where FWia,Rn,m′ represents the number of occurrence of topic word Wia in the
set of user review Rn, |Rn| represents the total number of review texts, and
|{j : Wia ∈ Rn

j }| represents the total number of texts containing the word Wia.
Under topic i in time window tn, the intensity of mutual information of topic

word Wia referred to the accumulation of point mutual information between topic
word Wia and other topic words. As shown in Formula (6):

MI(tn,Wia) =
N∑

k=1

PMI(tn,Wia,Wik) (6)

The calculation formula of point mutual information of two topic words is as
follows:

PMI(tn,Wia,Wib) = log
Ptn,(Wia,Wib)

Ptn,Wia
Ptn,Wib

(7)

According to Formula (1), Ptn,Wia
represented the probability of occurrence

of topic word Wia in time window tn. The probability that the topic words Wia

and Wib occurred at the same time window tn is expressed by Ptn,(Wia,Wib).
The construction pseudo code of topic words hierarchical tree of under time

window tn is defined in Algorithm 2.

4.3 Construction of User Preference Vector

In time window tn, the corresponding hierarchy of each topic word in Wi =
{Wi1, Wi2, ..., WiN} under topic i was Htn,i = {Htn,i1,Htn,i2, ...,Htn,iN}. Topic
word WiN was given a weight by using hierarchy Htn,iN . The number of topic
words Si,tn under topic i in the record r of user review set Rn is calculated using
Formula (8).

Si,tn =
{

Si,tn + 1,∃WiN ∈ r;
Si,tn ,∃WiN /∈ r.

(8)

The number of topic words Stn = {S1,tn , S2,tn , ..., SK,tn} under each topic
contained in reviews could be obtained by traversing K topics.

The average depth of each user review on hierarchical tree of topic was calcu-
lated in accordance with topic words in user review r, which contains the topic
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Algorithm 2. Construction algorithm of the hierarchical tree of topic words.
Input: a set of topic words Wi={Wi1,Wi2,...,WiN}
Output: The hierarchy of topic words Htn,i={Htn,i1,Htn,i2,...,Htn,iN} that corre-

sponds to Wi={Wi1,Wi2,...,WiN}
1: GET W

′
i By Formula (6)

2: Htn,i=[],Node=[]

3: Htn,i[1]=1,Node[1]=W
′
i1

4: FOR(j=2;j≤N ;j++)

5: SIM(Rn,W
′
i1,W

′
ij)//By Formula (4)

6: IF SIM(Rn,W
′
i1,W

′
ij)<α

7: THEN Htn,i[j]=1,Node[j]=W
′
ij

8: END FOR//The first hierarchy is end
9: FOR(temp=1;temp≤N ;temp++)

10: IF Htn,i[temp]=1
11: THEN M1=M1+1
12: END FOR
13: M1→num
14: M1→sum
15: FOR(j=1;j≤num-1;j++)

16: index1=findindex(W
′
i,Node[j])

17: index2=findindex(W
′
i,Node[++j])

18: Htn,i[index1]=2,Node[index1]=W
′
iindex1

19: FOR(k=index1+1;k≤index2 -1;k++)

20: SIM(Rn,W
′
iindex1,W

′
ik)//By Formula (4)

21: IF SIM(Rn,W
′
iindex1,W

′
ik)<α

22: THEN Htn,i[k]=2,Node[k]=W
′
ik

23: END FOR
24: END FOR//The second hierarchy is end
25: FOR(temp=1;temp≤N ;temp++)
26: IF Htn,i[temp]=2
27: THEN M2=M2+1
28: END FOR
29: M1+M2→sum
30: IF sum<N
31: M2→num
32: Repeat

word set Wi and the corresponding hierarchies of topic words in hierarchical tree
Htn,i, as expressed in Formula (9).

Li,tn =
N∑

j=1

(Htn,ij(∃Wij ∈ r))/Si,tn (9)

The average depth of reviews under the topic hierarchical tree was obtained
by traversing K topics, where Htn,ij represents the hierarchy of topic word Wij
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under topic i in time window tn, and Li,tn represents the average depth of user
review r under the hierarchical tree of topic i.

Based on the number of topic words Stn = {S1,tn , S2,tn , ..., SK,tn} of each
topic contained in reviews and the average depth Ltn = {L1,tn , L2,tn , ..., LK,tn}
of reviews under hierarchical tree, the user review Rm was assumed to be in time
window tn, and the user preference Um

K for topic K is calculated as follows:

Um
K = eLK,tn × ln(1 + SK,tn), (10)

where Um
K is calculated individually to obtain user preference vector Um =

{Um
1 , Um

2 , ..., Um
K }, which corresponds to user review Rm. The method fully

considers the different effects of Stn and Ltn on user preference.

4.4 Rating Prediction Model

The input of the prediction model were user preference–rating set {Um, Gm},
where Um represents preference vector generated by the ith user review, and
Gm represents rating value that corresponds to review Rm.

This paper presents a prediction algorithm called GBDT-MCLR. Firstly,
GBDT carries out feature analysis on user preference-rating set {Um, Gm} and
generates new feature {Um, um}. The process of element um generation of feature
{Um, um} is as follows:

(1) According to the relationship between feature vector Um and decision value
Gm, GBDT model constructs a specified number of RT(Regression Decision
Tree) based on residual learning. Expressing the decision value of each RT
by f(Um).

(2) Suppose the number of RT is q, it will get um = {um
1 , um

2 , um
3 ..., um

q }. Each
element um

q of {um
1 , um

2 , um
3 , ..., um

q } is calculated by Formula (11).

um
q = fq(Um) (11)

Secondly, using DBSCAN algorithm to cluster the set of feature vec-
tors {{U1, u1}, {U2, u2}, ..., {Um, um}}, and obtaining the set of classes C =
{C1, C2, ..., Cl}. The training process of the MCLR model is as follows:

(1) In each class Cl,
(2) Setting the feature weight vector to Wl, and the error to θl
(3) Determining the loss function according to the parameters Wl and θl, and

obtaining the minimum value of the loss function.
(4) Using the least square method to solve the loss function and getting the

minimum value. Determining the parameters Wl and θl.

Finally, when predicting the rating based on {Um, um}, judging the class
Cl of {Um, um}, and calculating the corresponding rating value of {Um, um}
according to the parameters Wl and θl of class Cl. The calculation method is as
follows:

G
′
m = Wl{Um, um} + θl (12)
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5 Experiment and Results

5.1 Data Set and Evaluation Standard

Test data were extracted from Amazon.com. Two product categories, namely,
inch-tablet and remote streaming media player, were selected. The corresponding
reviews are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Amount of user review data for different products.

Product name Product code Total review number

Inch-Tablet B00TSUGXKE 74615

Media-Player B00ZV9RDKK 108930

Note: The data set contains all user reviews for each product from 2015 to 2017.
Among them, the product numbered B00TSUGXKE belongs to the product
with frequent updates, while the product numbered B00ZV9RDKK updates
slowly. Each record in the user data contains user’s review and ratings of
product. Product codes are used to represent the products in the experiment.

In the present work, the result of rating prediction was evaluated by using
MAE, RMSE, Recall and F-score. The formulas of MAE, RMSE, Recall and
F-score are presented in Formula (13), Formulas (14), Formulas (15) and Formu-
las (16).

MAE =
1
m

m∑

i=1

|(y′
i − yi)| (13)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
m

m∑

i=1

(y′
i − yi)2 (14)

Recall = (
m

′
1

m1
+

m
′
2

m2
+

m
′
3

m3
+

m
′
4

m4
+

m
′
5

m5
)/5 (15)

F − score =
(m

′
1+m

′
2+m

′
3+m

′
4+m

′
5

m ) ∗ Recall ∗ 2

(m
′
1+m

′
2+m

′
3+m

′
4+m

′
5

m ) + Recall
(16)

The m is the total number of reviews, among them, the rating mechanism
sets user rating with positive integer 1–5. m

′
1, m

′
2, m

′
3, m

′
4, m

′
5 are the correct

predictions of the number of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. m1, m2, m3, m4, m5 are
the actual number of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. y

′
i is the predicted rating, yi is

the actual rating.
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5.2 Test Analysis

Test on the DHTTW Construction. In this paper, we set the number of
topics K=5, the number of topic words N=50, the number of time windows n =
3, and the similarity threshold α = 0.1. Selecting B00TSUGXKE as an example
of the construction of the dynamic hierarchical tree of topic words, specifying
the topic T1. According to the method of constructing the hierarchical tree of
topic words proposed in Chapter 4, the dynamic hierarchical analysis of topic
words under the topic T1 is carried out. Part of the hierarchical trees under three
time windows are shown in Fig. 2, respectively.

(a) The hierarchical tree of topic word under Time Window T1

(b) The hierarchical tree of topic word under Time Window T2

(c) The hierarchical tree of topic word under Time Window T3

Fig. 2. Example-dynamic hierarchical tree of topic world

As shown in Fig. 2, the topic words extracted from user reviews are divided
into two categories, one is the user’s daily language, such as “ok”, “money”,
“good”, etc. and the other is the user’s descriptive vocabulary for goods, such
as “camera”, “quality”, “battery”, “screen”, etc. It can be clearly seen from the
Fig. 2 that the descriptive vocabulary of a product is at or above the second
hierarchy of the hierarchical tree. The more such vocabulary users use in their
reviews, the more they like the product. Meanwhile, descriptive vocabulary, such
as “quality” and “battery”, has the same influence on users’ratings in every time
window. Vocabulary such as “device” and “screen”, has a declining influence
on users’ ratings. Vocabulary such as “work” and “price”, has an increasing
influence on users’ ratings. Generally speaking, the dynamic hierarchical tree of
topic words can reflect the change of the impact of keywords on user ratings.

To prove that the hierarchical tree of topic words proposed in this work
changed dynamically, the number of time windows n was set to 3. In each time
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window, the proportions of topic words in topic T1 of two categories of products
in different hierarchies are displayed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The hierarchical distribution of topic words in topic T1

Figure 3 presents that the number of topic words in each hierarchy of hierar-
chical tree differ in each time window, thereby indicating that the hierarchical
tree of topic words changes with time. The change in the hierarchy of topic
words described the change in user preference slightly. Thus, user rating predic-
tion based on the dynamic and hierarchical analysis of topic words would adapt
to the evolution of user preferences and enhance the timeliness of the rating
prediction.

Comparison of Prediction Results Based on DHTTW. At the same
time, in order to prove the effectiveness of DHTTW, three prediction models,
LR, GBDT and RF, are used to predict rating. The product code chosen in the
experiment is B00TSUGXKE. The similarity threshold ∂ of the DHTTW was
set to 0.025, the number of time windows n to 3; in addition, the number of
topics K was set to 5, and the number of topic words N to 50. The comparison
with the method [23] is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 displays that the method for rating prediction based on the dynamic
and hierarchical analysis of topic words proposed in this work was superior to
the method for analyzing reviews based on the LDA model in four evaluation
indexes, namely, MAE, RMSE, Recall and F-score. The optimization degrees of
rating prediction results of two categories of products were different because the
hierarchical analysis on topic words of two products could describe the influence
of different topic words on user rating, thereby enhancing the practicality of the
rating prediction work. Thus, DHTTW can reduce the error of rating prediction
of two products on the basis of the LDA prediction model. The dynamic analysis
of topic words result in timely rating prediction to reflect the changing rule of
user preferences well in products. So the effect of DHTTW is obviously better
than that of LDA.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of rating prediction results

Test on the GBDT-MCLR. As shown in Fig. 4, the prediction algorithm-LR
performs best on RMSE and the prediction algorithm-GBDT performs best on
MAE. On the basis of DHTTW, the GBDT-LR algorithm mentioned [27] and
the GBDT-MCLR algorithm are tested. The experimental parameters are shown
in Fig. 4, the experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 5, compared with GBDT and LR models alone, the pre-
diction results with using GBDT-LR model are not much improved. The reason
is that LR model can not achieve expected results in predicting discrete data.
Therefore, the GBDT-MCLR algorithm proposed in this paper can make the
GBDT-LR algorithm adapt to discrete rating data to a certain extent, thus
making MAE and RMSE worthwhile to be effectively reduced. However, for
Recall, GBDT-MCLR is not as effective as GBDT, but the difference is no more
than 0.05. For F-score, this indicator has increased 0.1. This is because the
GBDT-MCLR algorithm essentially uses the GBDT algorithm to optimize the
LR algorithm, so it can be improved compared to the LR algorithm.

Test on the Different Number of Data. Figure 6 shows the variation of
the rating prediction error of the same product under different number of user
reviews. The product code chosen in the experiment is B00ZV9RDKK. User
reviews in each time window are randomly selected for 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%
to verify the prediction error of the algorithm under different number of user
reviews.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of rating prediction results

Fig. 6. Ratio of randomly extracted data

As shown in Fig. 6, for the same product, the error of rating prediction tends
to be stable under the different number of user reviews, which indicates that the
prediction model is stable and suitable for user rating prediction of each product.
At the same time, we can see from Figs. 5 and 6 that the predicted errors of user
ratings for different products are different, because the data sets come from real
e-commerce websites, and the quality of user reviews for different products can
not be guaranteed.
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Fig. 7. Rating prediction results under different similarity thresholds

Test on the Similarity Threshold. With the increase of similarity thresh-
old, the proportion of topic words in the first hierarchy of hierarchical tree
increased, whereas those in other hierarchies decreased continuously. Thereby
indicating that a small similarity threshold denotes additional topic words that
were divided into the lower structure of the same word of upper concept, and
an apparent hierarchical structure between topic words. When the hierarchical
structure between topic words was apparent, the effect on the result of rating
prediction is demonstrated in Fig. 7.

Figure 7 exhibits that an apparent hierarchical structure of topic words indi-
cates an improved MAE and RMSE values of rating prediction results, but the
improvement was insignificant. This result was due to a small similarity thresh-
old resulted in additional topic words that were divided into the lower structure
of the same upper concept. Therefore, a gradual increase in topic words was at
high hierarchies. In real life, each word that users use to review a product has
different effects on user rating, but the effect will be similar in several hierar-
chies. Thus, if additional topic words are found at high hierarchies, the method
for analyzing reviews with the hierarchical tree of topic words cannot improve
the rating prediction result well.

Test on the Number of Time Windows. To verify the effect of different
numbers of time windows on rating prediction, the number of time windows was
set to 3 (in year), 6 (in half a year), and 12 (in quarter) for the test. The number
of topic K was set to 5, the number of topic words N to 50, and the similarity
threshold ∂ was set to 0.025. The rating prediction results of two categories of
products under different numbers of time windows are illustrated in Fig. 8.

Figure 8 depicts that the dynamic and hierarchical analysis of topic words
could be conducted in a small time range with the increase in the number of time
windows. The rating prediction result of B00TSUGXKE was clearly improved,
but that of B00ZV9RDKK was only slightly improved because it belonged to
the slowly updating product. User preference for such products changed slowly
over time, thereby causing minimal change in the hierarchical tree of topic
words. Therefore, the improvement in rating prediction result was minimal when
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Fig. 8. Rating prediction results under different time window numbers

conducting the dynamic and hierarchical analysis of topic words in a fine time
range. User preference for B00TSUGXKE change rapidly, thus resulting in the
apparent change in the hierarchical tree of topic words over time. Given a small
time interval, adapting to changes in user preferences and the significance rating
prediction effect had been improved.

6 Conclusions

As a typical application of social network, the study of social commerce focuses
on the dynamic characteristics of time and space. The method for rating predic-
tion based on dynamic and hierarchical analysis of topic words proposed in this
work started from the topic discovery of reviews to conduct a dynamic analysis of
topic words, which could adapt to the dynamics of user preference for products.
The hierarchical trees of topic words was constructed on the basis of dynamics
of topic words. Different hierarchies of topic words could describe the influence
of different topic words contained in reviews on user rating. The mapping rule
from reviews to the hierarchical tree of topic words and the generation method
of the user preference vector were designed. The dynamic and hierarchical anal-
ysis of the topic words were conducted for realistic and timely rating prediction,
thereby reducing the error caused by the unified analysis of topic words.

In the future, we will focuson dynamically selecting the number of time win-
dows. That is, selecting the appropriate number of time windows dynamically
to describe the change rule of user preference well for products with different
change cycles and achieve improved rating prediction results.
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